LinkedIn Marketing Action Plan

Welcome.
In this course you will learn:


What LinkedIn is



LinkedIn user demographics



How to use LinkedIn to grow your real estate business and brand



What motivates LinkedIn members to engage in content



How to optimize your LinkedIn profile
And much, much more.

Additionally, at the end of this course, you will have a LinkedIn marketing plan, that will be ready
to be implemented immediately.
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LinkedIn is the world's largest social media platform for professionals, as it is nearly 690 million
users located all around the world.
Additionally, LinkedIn attracts professionals because it is a place for receiving professional training,
expert advice, industry news, industry trends, and peer to peer insights. It's a place for professionals to
interact with influencers from all around the world. And it's a place for professionals to showcase their
talents and market themselves as well. Having said that, the benefits of using LinkedIn as a real estate
agent is nearly endless. And in this course, you'll learn how you can use LinkedIn to your advantage so
that you can further enhance the quality of your career as a real estate agent.
LinkedIn Demographics. According to the London School of Economics, and political science,
the demographics of LinkedIn users are as followed
Gender: 56.9% LinkedIn users are male. 43.1% of LinkedIn users are female.
Location: 33% Urban. 30% suburban, 10% rural.
Income: $30,000 per year 10%. 30,000 to 74,000, 26%. $75,000 plus, 49%.
Education: High school degree or less 9%. Some college 26%. College 51% or more.

Using LinkedIn As a Real Estate Agent
LinkedIn is not just a platform that is used for professional networking, branding, and staying
updated on the latest industry trends. It's also great for building relationships with prospects to gain
valuable sales leads. We ever seen news content on Facebook that proved to be false. Many individuals
are finding it increasingly difficult to distinguish legitimate content from fake news. Luckily, LinkedIn
has the reputation among professionals to be the most reliable platform for trustworthy sources of
information. Furthermore, many companies rely on LinkedIn for lead generation by building an
advocacy marketing network through social selling and using LinkedIn tools such as showcase and Sales
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Navigator. With that said, as a real estate agent, if you're interested in gaining your prospects trust
through content, LinkedIn is the ideal platform for you to use.

LinkedIn User’s Motivations
60% of LinkedIn users are motivated to interact with content that is relevant to them. 57% of
LinkedIn users are interested in educational or informative content. 51% of LinkedIn users engage in
content that keeps them on top of the latest trends and brand. 39% of LinkedIn users are interested in
inspiring content and 32% of LinkedIn users like content that helps with skill development.

Creating Your Business Page and LinkedIn Showcase
Making a LinkedIn page is a way to build an authoritative brand for yourself, engage with prospects,
nurture relationships, get lead referrals, gain insight on your competitors, and there are countless other
benefits to creating a LinkedIn profile as well. On that note, after you've created your LinkedIn profile,
the next step is to optimize it.

Optimizing Your LinkedIn Profile
Use the same branding colors that you use on your marketing materials, such as the theme of your
website, your business cards, your Facebook business page, etc. Use the same cover photo that you use
on all of your other social media platforms as well.

About Us
In the About us section or about me of your LinkedIn profile, be as descriptive as possible in the
section and include your website URL, location that you specialize in, years that you started your real
estate career, and other information that you can include to be as specific as possible about who you are,
and the exact service that you provide that differentiates you from your competitors in your area. Another
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way to optimize your LinkedIn profile is to embed native videos. Using third party video services such
as YouTube will cause the LinkedIn algorithm to push down your profile rankings. With that said, People
love consuming content in different forms. So it is wise to include videos. However, it is crucial to use
the native LinkedIn option.

LinkedIn Showcase
A LinkedIn showcase is a page extension that you can use to showcase your properties that you
have sold, and the price that it's sold for, and showcase your talent as a real estate agent. With LinkedIn
showcase, you can build a portfolio over time and tell a story of your real estate career by sharing all
your listings and properties that you sold on the extension of your profile. According to Stanford, stories
are remembered up to 22 times more than facts alone, which is why you should use LinkedIn showcase
as a platform to tell your story as a real estate agent by showcasing your work.

Images
Nonverbal communication, such as imagery, carries the burden of up to 92% of communication. In
fact, according to LinkedIn, using images on the platform generally results with a 98% increase in
comments. Having said that, it's in your best interest to use relevant high-quality images so that you are
favored over other posts in the newsfeed.

How the LinkedIn Algorithm Works
The LinkedIn algorithm prioritizes content that is relevant to the user and then has positive
engagement as well. LinkedIn also prioritizes genuine relationships as the LinkedIn algorithm will push
your content to other LinkedIn members who have directly interacted with your content before allowing
the media to be distributed to other LinkedIn users. This actually works in your favor because it allows
you to create a tight network of people who will be willing to advocate for your brand. And you'll know
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exactly who these people are. LinkedIn ranks content based upon individuals interests in the modern
times of mass media and communication. Big tech is very interested in personalizing data that users
want to see in order to keep their interest in the competing digital space.

Related Content and Content You Are Interested In
LinkedIn also prioritizes related content because the algorithm thinks that if you're interested in a
specific piece of content that other users with similar interests, hashtags and persona profile would be
interested in it as well.

Content That You Interact With
What is the internet, the internet is a network of networks. LinkedIn is also a network of networks.
The algorithm works by connecting you to content that matches the persona file of other relevant users.
This is because the LinkedIn algorithm wants members to like, comment and share content in order to
keep it a thriving community.

Niche Topics
Just like your marketing, if you try to target the entire market, you will fail to capture any of it at
all. LinkedIn prioritizes niche subject matter and topics. The more specific and niche you can be, while
still being relevant to a topic subject matter will gain favoritism by the LinkedIn algorithm. LinkedIn is
a great place to get valuable leads because the majority of the professionals on the website are qualified
to purchase a home. With that said, to create an ecosystem that promotes valuable leads. It's
recommended by LinkedIn to provide a mix of quality content, including eBooks. If you have created
an eBook for your lead magnet landing page, LinkedIn is a great place to share it. Additionally, you can
continue making free eBooks on subjects such as 15 low-cost ways to maximize the value of your home
for example.
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Infographics
You can create valuable infographics that show interesting statistics of how the local real estate
market is changing and things to do to make your target audiences favorite.

Blog Posts
You should have a website with blog posts to optimize your rankings so that land in front page and
you should also share these blog posts on your LinkedIn page as well.

Videos and Tips Posts
A tips post have high ranking value as long as is quality content. So you may want to consider
making such posts, sharing testimonies of previous clients, optimizing posts for traffic, keeping your
posts 150 words or less with a call to action button to click to learn more, catchy titles that demand
attention. Examples include shocking statistics, use of language that conveys emotion such as easy,
secret, breathtaking, remarkable, mind blowing, mesmerizing, etc.

Post during Optimal Hours
According to Hoot suite, the most optimal times to post on LinkedIn is 9am Pacific Time on
Tuesdays and Wednesdays for every piece of promotional content that you share, distribute four pieces
of content from other niche relevant LinkedIn users.
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